TANGLEWOOD
WELLNESS
YOGA RETREAT
BEFORE THE FRUIT FESTIVAL

FEBRUARY 12 - 19, 2022

GUANACASTE, COSTA RICA
info@tanglewoodwellnesscenter.com
mountainwoodyoga@gmail.com

SANCTUARY
WITHIN
NURTURE MIND, BODY, & SPIRIT
DEEPEN OUR SELF-LOVE PRACTICE
APPROACH OURSELVES & OUR LIVES
WITH NEW PERSPECTIVES

SAVOUR THE OPPORTINITY FOR PEACE
mountainwoodyoga@gmail.com

YOGA

GENTLE SLOW FLOW
PRANAYAMA MEDITATION
VINYASA POWER HOUR
ADVANCED POSTURE WORKSHOP
CANDLELIT BED-TIME YOGA
VIBRATIONAL SOUND HEALING
CONSCIOUS ESTATIC DANCE

7 DAILY GENTLE SLOW FLOW 7:30 AM
1 HIP OPENING WORKSHOP 10:30 AM
2 VINYASA POWER HOURS 4:30 PM
2 RESTORATIVE YOGA 7:30 PM
mountainwoodyoga@gmail.com

EXPLORE
HIKE IN DIVERSE TROPICAL FORESTS

LUXURIATE AT A PRISTINE BEACH
VIEW HOWLER MONKEYS & WILDLIFE
SWIM IN PRISTINE RIVER POOLS
EXPERIENCE AMAZING WATERFALLS
LEARN OF TROPICAL PERMACULTURE
STROLL BOTANICAL GARDEN PATHS
RELEASE WITH A BONFIRE CEREMONY

ACTIVITIES ARE INCLUDED & OPTIONAL

NOURISH &
HYDRATE
RAW
FRESH
SUG
WARM

VEGAN MEALS
COCONUT WATER
ARCANE JUICE
FRUIT PEEL TEA

BUFFET STYLE
9AM, 1PM, & 6PM
SHELTERED, OPEN AIR DINING

tanglewoodwellnesscenter.com

RELAX AND
RENEW
EXPERIENCE THE SOUNDS OF THE
JUNGLE WHILE RESTING IN THE
COMFORTS OF YOUR ROOM
CHOOSE FROM A VARIETY OF
ACCOMMODATIONS:
CAMPING*, SHARED ROOM,
PRIVATE ROOM, & DELUXE

tanglewoodwellnesscenter.com

REGISTER
tanglewoodwellnesscenter.com

ALL INCLUSIVE, FROM US $1290*
*PRICE DEPENDS UPON ACCOMMODATION CHOICE
MEDICAL STAFF and MASSAGE AVAILABLE
SHUTTLE TO/FROM
SJO OR LIR AIRPORTS

10% DISCOUNT WHEN BOOKED WITH THE
TANGLEWOOD FRUIT FESTIVAL

tanglewoodwellnesscenter.com
mountainwoodyoga@gmail.com

“Yoga integrates the mind, body,
and spirit in the present
moment. It’s a sacred
opportunity to be with ourselves
-- as we are -- here, and now.” JL
A dedication to self-healing led me to yoga and meditation, where I'm
learning to let go of what no longer serves me or the world and focus
on what really matters. I feel blessed to live with my family in the
woods on the top of a mountain, where I practice yoga, hike, meditate,
and garden. Long before we knew of “lockdowns” I learned the true
value of a deeply personal and self-governed home yoga practice. I
enjoy sharing what I've learned.
My teaching style is very mindful of the individual. I offer sequences
that integrate the bodily systems with breath and presence. Poses
flow naturally with comfortable transitions. Because I have learned to
accommodate many physical injuries, I am very attuned to alignment
and the subtle nuances of each posture. I queue not just for
movement but also for depth, allowing time for individuals to tune in
to themselves and to determine their own limits. I include pranayama,
\
meditation, reiki, music, and therapeutic touch. I seek to create an
environment where students feel safe to explore their practice,
however they show up on the mat. I enjoy sharing this positive
energy with others, to support people in feeling nurtured and valued.
Jen Longhi/JL
mountainwoodyoga@gmail.com
Certified 200 Hour Vinyasa Yoga Teacher
MS Recreation and Protected Area Management
photos by JL

A note from Jen: The timing of this retreat offers an uncommon
chance to enjoy three different, but incredibly well-aligned
opportunities at Tanglewood Wellness Center -- all in one trip.
It’s been a delight for me to teach yoga at the Tanglewood Fruit
Festivals in 2019, 2020, 2021 and look forward to it again in 2022.
Enjoy a 10% discount when booking both events together! Try
some of the most exquisite organic local fruits and socialize with
fellow travelers and wellness seekers. My first experience was so
positive at Tanglewood, I returned just a few months later for a
21-day water fast. This year, a fasting session immediately
follows the retreat and fruit festival. The immersive experience of
attending all three events could make an impactful difference in
one’s orientation toward goals, development of supportive
relationships, and formation of a strong foundation for wellness.
Loren Lockman created this sanctuary specifically to support
healing and to share in his vision for a better future. It’s an
optimal place to restore and renew at the perfect time of year to
be in this delightful region of the world. Costa Ricans are
incredibly hospitable. It's easy to have solitude or make longterm friends at Tanglewood. It is like a home away from home.
I hope you will give yourself the gift of this retreat.
Share in the healing abundance!

mountainwoodyoga@gmail.com

